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1.Which role is required to edit backup configuration in SDDC Manager? 
A. SUPER ADMIN 
B. POWER USER 
C. ADMIN 
D. OPERATOR 
Answer: C 
 
2.Which two statements are correct about VMware Cloud Foundation (VCF) license editions'' (Choose 
two) 
A. VCF Enterprise Edition has the capability to use Tanzu Kubemetes services on vSphere. 
B. VCF Starter Edition allows stretching clusters across multiple availability zones. 
C. All VCF license editions include automated deployment and lifecycle management of VCI components 
D. VCF Advanced Edition allows large-scale migrations from old environments to VCF 
E. All VCF license editions have the capability of automated deployment and lifecycle management of user 
workloads 
Answer: A,C 
 
3.An architect designs a VMware Cloud Foundation which includes three workload domains in addition to 
the management domain Each workload domain is comprised of two Clusters with 19 hosts in each. There 
is a requirement to keep the NSX-T Manager instances to a minimum for ease of management. 
Which NSX-T Manager VM appliance sizing option should the architect choose to support the workload 
domains using the minimum number of NSX-T Manager clusters? 
A. Deploy one NSX-T Manager cluster using the large VM appliance size to support all three workload 
domains. 
B. Deploy three NSX-T Manager clusters using the medium VM appliance size and assign one NSX-T 
Manager cluster per workload domain. 
C. Deploy one NSX-T Manager cluster using the medium VM appliance size to support all 
three workload domains. 
D. Deploy three NSX-T Manager clusters using the large VM appliance size and assign one NSX-T 
Manager cluster per workload domain. 
Answer: A 
 
4.A system administrator is creating an NSX-T Edge cluster with two-tier routing to the workload domain. 
The administrator select Workload Management as a use case which requires Large Edge Form Factor. 
What are the hardware specifications of an NSX Edge Large appliance? 
A. 64 GB memory. 8 vCPU. and 700 GB disk space 
B. 64 GB memory, 16 vCPU. and 250 GB disk space 
C. 32 GB memory, 8 vCPU, and 200 GB disk space 
D. 32 GB memory. 16 vCPU, and 250 GB disk space 
Answer: C 
 
5.The VMware Cloud Foundation management domain has been deployed, and post-deployment tasks 
can now be completed. The administrator needs to configure Single Sign-On for VMware Cloud 
Foundation user authentication. 
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Which two authentication sources can be used to accomplish this task? (Choose two ) 
A. Novell Directory Services 
B. RADIUS 
C. OpenLDAP 
D. Active Directory 
E. Apache DS 
Answer: CD 
 
 


